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workstation performance at a PC price. 

Introducing the Carrera Cobra AXP 200C, « 
D c 
~ the new leader in Alpha™ technology 
L 
~ value. Starting at just $4,995. you can 
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:g run Windows NT version of LIGHTWAVE 
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(5 faster than you ever thought possible on 
u'i g: a system so reasonably priced, With 

Starting with a SPECfp92 of 200, and a direct 128-bit 

data path, the Cobra rips through the most complex 

software calculations. And the options! The Cobra 

AXP 200C comes in a variety of configurations, such as 

IDE, SCSI-2, SCSI-3, 10 and 1 OOMbit per second Ethernet, 

and a variety of 2D and 3D video accelerator 

solutions. Additionally, three secondary 

cache options are available, 512 Kbyte, 

2 Meg and 8 Meg. The Carrera Cobra AXP 

200C is CPU upgradeable as well. When 
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i 64-bit 200MHz 21064 Alpha AXP ™ 
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CPU, you' ll generate digital images 

~l~ii~i~~~~~you ' re ready, you can step up to a 233MHz, 
... 266M Hz or 275M Hz processor as your 

needs dictate. Power, value, and 

flexibility, all from Carrera. Call or Email us for details, o in minutes instead of hours! 
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*As seen in the May 1995 LlGHTWAVEPRO newsletter article, "LIGHTWAVE 4,0 Benchmarks" 
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EDITOR'S MESSAGE 
by John Gross 

The Woes of a PC Owner 
I thought I was going to be immune. I've owned computers for 
awhile now and have always been able to handle any problem that 

came up. I was usually clever enough to deal with it, fix it , make it wo rk, fi g
ure it out , whatever. That was until I became a PC owner. 

I should have seen the wanting signs. Four of us from work bought sys
tems from the same place. One of those had a bad motherboard from the 
start. Another one developed some problems with the hard drive about two 
months after being used. After another month or so, the third one had what 
appeared to be the same problem with its hard drive. A fifth employee went 
and bought the same system and had such bad luck with it out of the box that 
it he returned it about a week later. 

During all of this, I was pretty cocky, because my machine was chugging 
away just fine. I wasn't experiencing lUll' problems. Of course, I was warned 
that I had better back up my system because I was next. Hah! I thought, I'm 
the impervious PC owner. I shall experience no problems! But, being not 
enti rely stupid, I borrowed a tape drive from work with the intention of 
backing up my system just in case .... 

I got home, hooked up the tape drive, started Windows NT and proceed
ed to install the driver. No problem there- everything installed fine and NT 
recognized the drive. NT informed me I had to reboot in order to use the 
new driver. Agltin no problem. After rebooting, I got a stnUlge message stat
ing that NT could not use my saved configuration and an earlier configura
tion was being used instead. Ahhh ... OK. Once back in to NT, everything 
seemed fi ne, so I went to the backup program, where I was info rmed that the 
system could find no tape drives. Hmmm. I went and looked fo r the driver, 
and sure enough, it did not show up, so I decided to reinstall it. When doing 
so, NT info rmed me that the driver already existed on the system. Would I 
like to reinstall it or use the current one? Hmmm. Obviously it accepted it the 

see Editor's Message, page 18 
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LightWave Tech 
Making the Move 

I hal'e had a large numb er of requ ests from 
Amiga users who nOlI" find it necessary to get 
all of Ih ose old Amiga animations and fi les , 

ove r 10 their nell' sl"s tems. 
As slated lasl monlh , in this column I plan to 

address th e el'cr-in creasing need for converts fro m 
Ihe Amiga 10 Ihe world of PCs to transfer data from 
one system 10 Ihe other. For those of you who have 
managed 10 fi gure this out on your own, never mind 
As for Ih e rest. I fcel th at th e suggested solutions 
are easy 10 understand and implement. 

Software Utilities 
In lookillg al so ftwar e as a possible solution , 

sel'eral oplioliS ari se . The first, and probably the 
one Ihal mo, 1 people who think that th ey have thi s 
fi gured out are usin g, is th e old Ami ga favo rite 
CrossDOS (b uilt into 2.05 and higher or available 
co mm ercia ll y) . This utility enabl es the Ami ga 
operal in g system 10 read, write, delete and per
form all standard Am iga DOS functions on a PC
formatt ed di sk via th e Am iga floppy drive. With 
Ihi s ulility you simp ly co py the data from your 
Ami ga to Ihe PC floppy di sk , th en transfer th e 
di skett e to Ih e PC system and copy them to th e 
local hard dri l'c and vou're done. One thing that 
I'OU II'ill need 10 re member in using this method , 
and a [ell' I II'ill di sc uss later is that PC DOS has 
th e ridi cul ous limitation of on ly eight characters 
per fil enam e. and a max imum of a three character 
ex tension. Because of this, any fil e on the Ami ga 
that does 11 01 Ill ee t the PC DOS fil ename conven
tioll s will be Irun caled to match. That means, for 
exa mpl e. Ihal if you have fil es nam ed 
"FrolltL cfISi deO bj ec t. 02" and "Fro nti eft 
TopObj ec I. 02 ." co pyin g them over to th e PC di sk 
will trun ca le or renam e th em somethin g like 
"FrontLe- . 1" and "FrontLe - .2." 

As you can see. if yo u have a large number of 
fil es wilh e\'en sli ghtl y sim ilar names , transferring 
them withoul fir st renamin g them and creating a 
li st in g of Ilhal Ihey were originall y named can 
cau se a 11'(Hld of headaches. Man y of you may 
wonder will Ih e eight- character filename is needed 
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since Wi ndo ws NT can handle larger fil enam es. 
Whil e NT can write long fil e names to fl oppies, 
Cross DOS can't. 

Another solution that is software-based uses a 
utility that most Amiga users who have transferred 
fil es via a modem will probably have: LH Arc. LHA is 
a software-only, data compression utility that lets 
Am iga users decrease the size of a fil e or multiple 
fil es for either modem transfer or archival purposes 
(to save hard drive space). The LHA utility for the 
Amiga is only one-third of the solution. The second 
part is a new version of th e LHA utility that was 
des igned spec ifically for Windows NT: LHA NT . 
Unlike other PC DOS versions of LHA, LHANT uti
lizes the NTFS ability to handle long filenames, even 
if the fil e being de-compressed was compressed on 
an Amiga system. This will allow you to take a fil e 
nam ed "LeftRearWing.part.02.a," and compress it 
on the Amiga, and when it is decompressed on the 
NT machine the fil ename will be completely intact. 
The third and final part to this solution is the inclu
sion of the first solution; you will need CrossDOS to 
transfe r th e comp ressed fil es. Once again , you 
should conform to the xxxxxxxx.xxx convention for 
the name of the compressed fil e, although it will not 
harm the compressed fil e in any way as far as data 
integrity. Namin g th e compressed fil e something 
larger than the eight-character limitation will result 
in CrossDOS trun catin g th e fil enam e when it is 
cop ied to th e fl oppy. On e oth er thing to keep in 
mind when using the LHA utility is that when you 
nam e yo ur compressed fil es, it is not only good 
practi ce, but so mewhat of a standard , to use th e 
.LHA extension. This wi ll enable you to immediately 
iden ti fy compressed files . It may not sound like a 
big deal, but it will be when you thin k th at yo ur 
data fil e is corrupted when no applicati on on the 
planet can open it. 

Hardware Solutions 
The title "Hardware Solutions" is true only with 

the understanding that software will be required to 
run the hardware. There are several hardware-type 
options currently availab le, some of whi ch requi re 

by Phillip J. Hice 

very little hardware or software knowledge. Others 
may not require any more initial understanding, but 
an ability to comprehend networking techniqu es. 

The first hardware so lution is both the least 
expensive and the easies t to install and operate. 
This so lution requires th e purchase of two things : a 
telecommunications software package for both of 
your co mputer systems (prefe rably one(s) that 
have th e ZModem protocol, as it is currently th e 
most effic ient) and a null mod em cabl e. Wh en 
communi catin g via a modem, the con nection 
between the modem and the co mputer is called a 
se ri al co nn ection. In a se ri al co nn ection , each 
device-in this case the ho st co mputer and the 
modem-has what are known in the industry as 
RS-232C serial ports. These ports are des igned 
with th e ability to both send and receive data on 
se parate ph ys ical co nn ections. So whil e one 
"pin"on the serial connector receives data, a clif
ferent one is used to send data. Thi s basic princi
ple of the design allows for th e use of what is 
known as a null-modem cable. This cable co nnects 
two computer serial ports in a crossover-type co n
figuration in which the data out pin from one sys
tem co nn ects to the data in pin on the other. By 
doing this the computers are able to establish, via 
telecommuni cations software, the same type of lin k 
that they wo uld had they connected via modems/ 
phone lin es, and they can upload or download fil es 
to and from each other. 

Which leads me to the next hardware so lution: 
modems. Although it is more expensive, yo u can 
usually get better transfer rates by direc tly co n
necting th e two systems via modems and a phone 
cable . Thi s is du e to the fa ct that most modern 
modems have built-in hardware that co mpresses 
th e data befo re transmitting it. Anoth er reason 
why modems are preferabl e to the null-modem 
cab le approach is that a null modem cable will 
only wo rk if both systems have their seri al ports 
set to transfer at the exact same speed, whereas 
with modems, each sys tem can be co nfi gured to 
optimize th e serial port for its best possibl e con
nection with th e modem. 



Networking 
Th e fin al hardware solution I am go in g to dis

cuss is networking. As most of yo u are aware, net
working is currently the most effective means of 
transferring data between two systems, especially 
if these two sys tems are running different operat
ing systems. Networking is also the most costly. 
These costs are increased by the number and types 
of machines that yo u have, as different operating 
systems will require different software to comm u
nicate over the network, and each system wi ll 
require a NIC (Network Interface Card). 

When I state that networking is the most expen
sive means of transfer, remember that network 
card prices start at around $100, so even though 
this process is more expensive, it doesn't have to 
break th e bank. Because it is beyond th e scope of 
this article to fully explain aU networking aspects 
for Amigas and PCs, I am only go ing to discuss the 
most readily avai lable means of networking for 
lightWave users-ScreamerNet. 

As most of you know, ScreamerNet was added to 
lightWave for the purpose of connecting to exter
nal rendering engines, the first of which was the 
Screamer. Alth ough Sc ream erNe t is part of 
lightWave, it was based on one of the oldest net
working protocols TCP/IP. The TCP/IP protocol is 
extremely easy to implement, as you basically have 
numeric or IP addresses for each sys tem on the 
network. These numbers are stored in an ASC II text 
file that th e TCP/IP so ftware uses for reference 
when trying to establish a remote connection, or 
when a remote co nn ect ion is trying to be es tab
lished with the host system. Although ScreamerNet 
takes all of its commands in the background from 
LightWave, all of th e standard shell accessibility is 
still there. In order for the TCP/IP setup to work, 
yo u need only follow these steps: 
(1) Install ScreamerNet onto your Amiga, if you 

don't al ready have it. 
(2) Install the TCP/IP & FTP Networking Services 

on the NT machine. 
(3) pdate the TCP/IP reference text fil es with 

Screamer let address information. 
(4) Set the Computer Name and Computer Address 

on the NT machine. 
(5) Use th e FTP protocol to establish con nection , 

and transfer files. 
The fir st it em, in stalling ScreamerNet onto 

your Amiga, should be easy, as NewTek has creat
ed basic in stall di sks to fully set up yo ur Amiga 
system full y. Once this is don e it is time to set up 
TCP/IP on yo ur NT machine . In order to install 
th e TCP/IP protocol you will need your origi nal 
IT in stall di sks or CD ready to go , as NT will 

need to load and install the proper drivers. (I am 
assuming that NT networking has already been 
activated. If th is isn't the case, refer to yo ur NT 
users manual for help in installing th e network.) 

In the Main group double-cli ck on the Control 
Panel icon . Once th e control panel window has 

opened, double-click on the Network icon. At this 
point NT will bring up a window that shows all of 
the netwo rk hardware and software installed. The 
first thing to do is select the button Add Software. 
This will bring up a window with a pull down-style 
menu that will have a large list of all of the "built
in " networking software that NT can in stall . Scroll 
down the list until you reach the selection "TCPIlP 
Protocol and related components ." Upon selecting 
thi s item , ye t another window is opened that 
allows you to select from the vari ous TCP/IP and 
related services. In addition to th e con nectivity 
utiliti es that NT pre-selects for yo u, yo u should 
also select the FTP Server service and the Simple 
TCP/IP Services. 

After you have selected these , proceed by click
ing on the continue button. NT will begin installing 
th e needed drivers either from CD-ROM or from 
the floppies that it will prompt you for. During the 
driver install process a window will appear that 
warns you that FTP Server Service is not the most 
secu rity-oriented applicatio n and ask you if you 
wish to proceed' Yes, you do. Failing to install the 
FTP Server Service will prohibit you from transfer
ring fil es. 

After th e FTP drivers have been in stalled, yet 
another window will appear and prompt you for 
FTP information. You should leave all of these set
tings as they are except for the hom e directory 
se ttin g. When a remote sys tem, such as your 
Amiga, co nnects to yo ur NT machin e, this home 
directory is the path on the NT hard drive where 
the initial connection is made. I recom mend set
ting this to a specific drive and directory that has 
the most free space available to store the received 
files. If yo u haven't set up this directory ye t, you 
can multi-task out to fil e manager and create one, 
th en go back and set the path. Once the path is 
set select the appropriate button to continue. 

After all drivers are in stalled you will want to 
change the nam e of the machine to SC REAMEROOI 
by simply clicking on th e change button next to 
the mac hin e name. After thi s is don e, in th e 
installed software window, select the TCP/IP ser
vices item and hit the configure button. This will 
bring up a window for you to in stall th e TCP/ IP 
add ress for this mac hin e. Th e address for the 
machine named SC REAMEROOI should be 
200.000.000.001, and th e default mask should be 
255.255.25 5.255 . Now yo u will be back at th e 
main network settings window again. Click on OK 
or Close. Windows NT will display a horizontal bar 
graph showing the progress of rebuilding the net
wo rk to include the changes you just made, then 
request that yo u restart yo ur system for the 
changes to take effect. Don't restart yet. 

Now for the last part of th e so ftware co nfi g. 
Run th e notepad program located in th e acces
so ries group . Under th e FILE menu option choose 
open. Under the D:\WI NNT3 5\drivers\etc you will 
want to open a file nam ed "hosts." In this fil e you 

will want to add the fo ll OWing lines as th e las t lin es 
in the fil e: 

200 .0.0.200 
200.0.0. 1 

amiga ami ga ami 
screamerOOI d I 

Once yo u have added these lin es . resal'e the fil e 
with the same fil ename, and from the same loca
tion open the file titl ed "netll'orks ." In th is file you 
will si mply need to add the fo llowi ng line as th e 
last line that reads: 

Am igaNet 200.0 .0 
Th en, as before , resave the fi le \I'ith the sa me 

name. Close the not epad program . ~ow vou will 
want to shutdown and restart vour ~T machin e so 
that all the chan ges you've made can take effect. 

Now that yo u have the software installed, let' s 
discuss how to use it to do the transfer. I prefer to 
estab li sh th e con nection from the ~T machin e to 
the Am iga machine, the reason for II'hich I wi ll get 
into shortly. In order to make the connection the 
Amiga needs to have the ScreamerNet software run 
ning, whi ch is done by simplv doubl e-c licking on 
the "Start Screaming" icon created bv th e 
ScreamerNet install disks. Starting this wi ll cause a 
window to appear and state th at the so ftware has 
detected a second network card. but is ignoring it. 
Disregard this message, as it has nothing to do with 
what you are doing. After this is done. go back to 
yo ur NT machin e and open up the co mm and 
prompt window by double-clicking on its ico n in 
th e Main group wind ow. l'lere's where vo u rea llv 
need to pay atten tion, and maybe even take notes . 

From the shell window vo u shou ld CD to th e 
dri ve and directory that you selected as th e home 
directory during the FTP se tup . The reason for this 
is once the con nection has been estab li shed vou 
won't be ab le to change directories or dri ves on 
the local machin e. You will, however. be abl e to 
move about th e remote machines drives fr ee ly, 
which I wi ll explain in just a moment. After chan g
ing to th e home directorv location at the prompt 
type FTP am iga, and hit enter. A message will 
appear asking for the user name to connect under. 
Type: screamerOO I and hit enter. Thi s wi ll return 
another message requesting the password for th e 
user screamerOOI. Type: toaster and hit en ter. You 
should now receive a message that vo u are con· 
nected to ami ga as sc reamerOO I and rece ive the 
FTP > prompt. The first thing that vou should do 
now is type binary and hit enter. Thi s tell s th e sys
tem that yo u wan t to transfer binary information , 
not si mply text , and you should receive a response 
of Type set to I, and then receive the FTP> prompt. 
At the prompt type DIR and hit en ter. Thi s will give 
you the listing of the Amiga's RAM drive, as th at is 
th e standard hom e directorv on the Ami ga for 
Sc rea merNe t. If yo u COPy th e fil es vo u want to 
transfer to the RAM disk, vou wil l see th em. If not , 
you can use the CD (change directory) command, 
with AmigaDOS paths to move to anI' ot her location 
on th e Amiga 's hard drives , inclu din g ex ternal 
Bernou lli drives and th e like. Once you have 

See lightWave Tech, page 18 
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Inverse Kinematics 

Character animation, the art of convincingly 
bringing life to a static character, has always 
been one of the most difficult tasks in ani

mation. And it is in this area that LightWave has tradi
tionally been weakest. Well , with the 4. 0 release's 
addition of Inverse Ki nematics (IK), this task just got 
a little easier. LightWave now allows you to use IK 
with bones or with hierarchical-linked objects. 

Just a couple years ago, Inverse Kinematics could 
only be found on the most sophisticated, high-end 3D 
software packages. But with the advent of much more 
powerful PCs, IK is rapidly becoming a hot new buzz
word among the desktop 3D crowd. 

So what exactly is it? Regular kinematics have been 
a part of traditional animation all along. Whenever 
you define a set of keyframes for an object or camera, 
th e resulting motion is a product of kinematics. 
Kinematics is the motion obtained from applying a set 
of translations and rotations to an object without 
regard for mass, friction , or other real-world physical 
forces. Inverse Kinematics, as its name implies, simply 
reverses these calculations to determine what transla
tions and rotations are necessary to put an object into 
a specific position . 

By itself, this does not sound like a particularly 
wonderful feat. However, when applied to an object 
hi erarchy, it beco mes a rather powerful tool. 
Consider a string of hierarchically linked objects. By 
using IK, you can place your end object in the hierar
chy in the position and orientation you choose, and 
IK will determine how all the other connected objects 
in the hierarchy must move in order to bring the end 
object to that position . Without IK, you would have to 
laboriously move and keyframe each object individu
ally. It qUickly becomes apparent just how valuable 
this tool is for character animation. 

People frequently confuse IK with dynamics. While 
both functions apply physical properties to determine 
an obj ect' s motion, IK is merely a tool to aid in setting 
up keyframes. Dynamics, on the other hand, com
pletely calculates the object's motion without any user 
intervention. Dynamics takes into account friction , 
mass , int er- object co lli sion, and other external 
forces. Once you start a dynamics calculation, there is 
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Figure 1: A simple I K scene setup. Moving the goal 
rotates each object in the I K chain so that the end object 
"points" toward the goal. 

no way to know exactly where the obj ect will end up 
or the path it will take to get there. So while dynamics 
makes for realistic motion , the animator loses a great 
deal of control over the object. Also, because all the 
calculations necessary to figure out motion are based 
on forces and colliSions, dynamics simulations can be 
extremely slow, taking several minutes per fram e. 
Inverse kinematics calculations are far simpler; they 
may be performed in real time on a fast machine. Just 
keep in mind that on a 68040-based Amiga, IK can 
get a bit slow and jerky, and a 68030 is probably too 
slow to really be practical. 

Getting Started 
The first step in using Inverse Kinematics to animate 

a character is to set up a skeletal structure with Bones. 
This is no different than the Bone structure you would 
normally set up without using IK. However, the impor
tant step to using IK with bones is defining a hierarchy. 
Without a hierarchy, IK will not gain you anything. A 
typical hierarchy of Bones for a character might be 
something like "body -> thigh -> calf -> foot. " You 
may also place additional child Bones in each 
appendage to yield better rigiruty over areas tllat should 
not deform when tlle prinlary Bone structure is moved. 

These "pinning" Bones are generally placed near 
the surface polygons to give a maximum effect of 
holding the points along the surface in place. For 

by Mark Thompson 

example, when defining the primary skeletal structure 
fo r a character's head, a single Bone might be used to 
affect its motion. But to keep the head from being 
deformed when that head Bone is moved, additional 
child Bones might be placed at the nose, ears, chin , 
back of the head, etc. This also helps reduce the 
influence from other Bones that aren 't supposed to 
affect it, like those from an arm when it passes close 
to the head. 

Once the Bones are placed and the hierarchy is 
defin ed, you must create a Goal Object. A Goal 
Obj ect is one that will be used to target the motion of 
the end Bone in the hierarchy for each appendage. A 
null object is perfect for use as a goal. While in 
Object edit mode, hit the (+) key on the numeric 
keypad to create a new null . Then select the last pri
mary Bone in the hierarchy for one of the appendages. 
With that Bone selected, hit the IK Opts button at the 
bottom of Layout and select the newly created null as 
the Goal Object. Now, as you move the goal object 
around, the entire hierarchy of Bones will align itself 
to allow the end Bone to point toward the goal. This is 
the fundam ental capability that IK provides. 

However, it is instantly apparent that what you cur
rently have set up is pretty useless, since the entire 
Bone structure is swinging about erratically with every 
motion of the goal. You must first prevent the root 
Bones of the hierarchy from moving, namely, the 
body Bones. With the primary body Bone selected, hit 
the IK Opts button again . Note that there are numer
ic settings for each axis of rotation , along with a 
checkbox labeled "Unaffected by IK of Descendants." 
When this box is checked, the entire Bone is disabled 
from any IK influence. Check it and then try moving 
the goal object again. This time, the body stays in 
place while the leg and foo t move about. But there is 
still another problem with the object's motion: noth
ing is preventing the leg Bones from spinning in any 
direction. You must constrain the motion to only cer
tain axes and only through certain angles. To di sable 
th e IK motion of a Bone for one axis, in th e IK 
Options window, set both the minimum and maxi· 
mum angle to 0 degrees (or deselect that axis for that 
particular Bone). For axes that will move, set their 



Figure 2: The final shipping version of lightWave 4.0 
has a much improved IK Opts panel. 

minimum and maximum angle values appropriately. 
An easy way to do this is to manually rotate the Bone 
and visually note what correct maximum and mini
mum angles should be. Pressing the { key will toggle 
on the constraints fo r any axes that are selected and 
set their minimum angles. Likewise, the} key will set 
th e maximum angles for an y se lec ted axes. 
Sometimes it helps to set limits interactively for one 
mus at a time. 

Do this for each Bone in the hierarchy, eliminat
ing ~L'(es that shouldn 't turn and properly constrain
ing those that do. When finished, try moving the goal 
object again . Note that this time, the appendage aCUI
ally moves in a natural fashion , and with enough con
trol so that lK is beginning to seem very useful. 

Creating Keys 
Now that Inverse Kinematics is producing viable 

motion for our limbs, it 's time to set some keyframes. 
Before doing that , however, it 's very important to 
note that goal objects are merely a keyframing tool 
for the hierarchy. Unlike a parent or target, they do 
not continuously drive the position of the Bones in 
th e hi erarch y. In other wo rds, if yo u create a 
sequence of keyframes for your goal object based on 
how it moves in the hierarchy, you will find that mak
ing a preview reveals that the goal object moves, but 
the hierarchy it was set to directly remains immobile. 
Only when the goal object is manually moved do the 
Bones follow. Likewise, if you manually rotate one of 
the Bones in the hierarchy, the end bone will not 
continue to target or follow the goal object until, 
once agai n, the goal object is man ually moved. 
Therefore, when using IK to defi ne a motion , a key 
must be created fo r every bone in the hierarchy at 
each appropriate ke)frame. 

It is th erefore more co nve ni ent to use th e 
Create Ke y for Se lected Item and 
Descendants option while switching back to the 
root bone wh en making each key, or simply use 
Create Key for All Items. The latter can be some
what problematiC, since it can fou l up the motion of 

other items in th e scene. When moving the goal 
object around to create your keys , you may find it 
easier to use th e Front, Top or Side views, which 
help constrain the motion of the goal obj ect. 

You ' ll probably notice when placin g th e goal 
object that th e Bone that targets it does not do so 
from the tip of the Bone, but from the base. In most 
cases, this is not desirable. To take care of this, add 
an additional child Bone to the end of the hierarchy 
and set its Rest Length extremely small. Then use this 
new bone to point toward the goal object rather than 
the previous Bone. This allows you to move your foot 
by th e to e or ball of th e foot rat her than the 
ankle/heel area. This end Bone can be set to be inac
tive if you do not wish it to deform your object. 

Thus far , we have only discussed using IK with 
Bon es . But everything we have don e with Bones 
works identically with obj ect hierarchies. This is per
fect for animating robots and other mechanical crea
tures. The only difference is in the case mentioned 
above with creating a small toe Bone. Instead, add a 
child null object. There is one drawback to this tech
nique. Unlike organiC characters, mechanized objects 
frequently have joints that extend. Unfortunately, in 
the current implementation of lightWave IK, there is 
only support for rotation, and no translation on any 
axis. So in the meantime, all mechanical extensions 
must be manually keyframed. This is not a big deal 
for simple extension jOints, but for shock absorber
type mechani sms mounted on a rotational joint , 
things get a little more complicated. 

Earlier, I mentioned that goal obj ects have no 
influence on their respective end effectors unless they 
are manually moved. This point leads to one other 
drawback. Imagine you are trying to make an animat
ed human form ride a bicycle. The end effector would 
be placed at the ball of the foot and the goal object 

Figure 3: The scene overview for our IK scene shows the 
hierarchical structure of the I K chain. 

on the surface of the pedals. Ideally, the goal object 
on the pedals would be a child object of the bicycle 
crank. Then, as the crank was rotated, the goal object 
wou ld follow around th e path of the pedals. The 
problem is, lightWave lK does not influence the leg 
when a parent of the goal object is moved. Therefore, 
spinning the crank will rotate the pedals and goal, 
but the legs will remain stationary. What you must do 
instead is piCk a few points around the path of the 
pedals, select the goal object, and very slightly jiggle 
its position to get the leg to respond to it. Then set 
keys for the hierarchy. You will probably have to do 
this for several points around the circumference of 
the circular path . 

Before wrapping up IK, I wanted to point out the 
differences between the implementation in the pre
release 4.0 software versus the final release. The basic 
functionality is the same. The process of setting up the 
hierarchy and defining a goal point is common to both 
versions. But the pre-release did not have the con
straint options the final release has. Instead of di s
abling a joint rotation in one or more axes within the 
IK Options panel, it was don e by de-selecting th e 
allowed rotational axes on the left side of the layou t 
window. While this method works fi ne for simply dis
abling an axis, it leaves no way of constraining the 
rotation to only certain angles. The latter is critical in 
aiding th e des ign of natural character motion. 
Fortunately, those who purchased the pre-release 4.0 
product will get a free update to the final version (if 
they have not already). 

Well, that about does it for IK. It is still a some
what baSic implementation and I look forward to 
future enhan cements. Things I would like to see 
include X,Y,Z translations and the addition of friction
al forces to make one joint or axis have a greater 
likelihood of moving over another. But in the mean
time, IK has made the complex task of character ani
mation with LightWave a little bit easier. 

Mark Thompson is director of animation and 
speCial effects for Fusion Films, Inc., and jJroducer 
of Pro Wave 's in.focus lightWave training tajJe 
series. Send questions or comments to: 

Fusion Films, Inc. 
51 Den]1 Street 
Merrimack, Nfl 03054 
or e-mail mark@jilsion.mv.com 

In the May issue, it was stated that the June issue would contain Modeler benchmarks. 
Obviously, it did not. Modeler benchmarks will appear in an upcoming LIGHTWAVEPRo. 
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Real Textures 

S incr the first version of our favorite 3D pro
gram. LightWave has had the ability to do pro
ccdural textures. With each revision , however, 

we've gOllen a few more textures. In this article, I'll 
look at the most recent set of textures-specifically, 
Crust. Bump Array, Veins and Crumple. 

This tutorial is not going to be the kind where you 
si mply folloll the directions and input some values. 
The poilll is to sholl' alternatives to these new textures. 
I' ve learned through m)' own experience that just let
ting go and doi ng something, then go ing back and 
looking at what I'OU did and understanding it, is the 
best Il'al' to learn how lightWave Il'0rks. 

Remcmber. these textu re examples are just that: 
cxampb. These are the settings that I have found most 
usehil . but gelling the right surface setting with texttlres 
takes a lot of cxperimentation and testing. 

Just One Plane 
First wc are going to need an object to place our 

texture on. lio into Modeler and select the Box tool. 
Make a I.} -Ij-meter-by-I-meter plane in the Face 
view. GiI'e this object any surface name you W~U1t and 
export it back to Layout. Move yo ur camera up close to 
our obj ect so that you can see the texture settings 
clearly (Figu re I). Using LightWave 4.0's Surface 
Sampl e sp heres(s) is an alternative, but there are 
somc problems invo lved. We wi ll look at these prob
lcms in depth later in th is article. If no surface setting 
is speCified for a particular fi eld, leave it at its default 
state. Before applying our values, let's thin k of what we 
can actualil' makc. 

Bump Array 
This tool can be used to make textures with can sec

utiI'C bump, for th ei r all-around surface. Some good 
examples arc golf balls, a skillet, the eyeballs of a fly 
and stained-glass cUmples. Another thing that we can do 
with tltis texture is make snake skin. Huh? Well , think 
about it. What is real snake skin in its most basic form? 
A colored surface with dimples. Isn't this what Bump 
Array is fo r? lsing this kind of thinking throughout tltis 
tutorial will help vou understand the lessons and hOlv 
to use thesc tex tures effec ti vely. To get this surface, 
apply the following attributes: 
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Surface Color 0, 65 , SO 
Surface Color Texture 

Texture Type Fractal Noise 
Texture Size 0.1 , 0. 1, 0. 1 
Texture Color 19S,0, 0 
Frequencies 4 
Contrast 2.0 

Diffuse Level 100% 
Diffuse Texture 

Texture Type Bump Array 
Texture Value 50% 
Radius 0.3 
Spacing 0.1 
Bump Strength -0.5 

Apply this to your favorite snake object, and voila! 

Crumply 
When yo u think of Crumpl e, crumpl ed paper 

comes to mind, When you thin k of crumpled paper 
you start to think of something rough, like a rock. You 
can also use this texture on transparent objects, giving 
them a chipped-glass effect, especially if you have 
Trace Refraction turned on . 

We could actuaLly go to the opposite extreme and 
make sand! Just apply the following attributes: 

Surface Color ISO, 150, 100 
Diffuse Level SO% 
Difhlse Texture 

Texture Type Fractal Noise 
Texture Size 0.1 , 0.1,0.1 
Texture FaLloff 0.1, 0.1, 0. 1 
Texture Value 100% 
Frequencies 2 
Contrast 1.0 

Specularity 15% 
Color Highlights On 
Glossiness Low 
Bump Map Texture 

Texture Type Crumple 
Texture Size 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 
Texture Falloff 0.5, 0.5 , 0.5 
Texttlre Amplitude 15% 
Number of Scales 4 
Small Power 0.75 

by Enrique Munoz 

One interesting thing about Crumple is that if the 
TeAture Amplitude is set to a negative number, it will 
stat1100king like the Bump Array texttlre when you have 
the Spacing set to a smaller number th ~U1 the Radius. 

Veiny 
What could we use the vein texture for , other th ~Ul 

showing what the nmlle implies? Tltings that come to 
mind are a fl agstones-t)1le texture (with a little work) 
and the hull of a spaceship (a la Babylon 5). if you're 
trying to re-create the hull of the seaQuest, here's your 
ticket to achieving it. 

Our first example of using Veins to acltieve a fl ag
stones-type texture involves setting our Bump Strength 
to a negative number. We do this so the vein texture 
sticks in rather thml out, which would cause the vein 
texture's "in-betweens" to look like little rock frag
ments. Next, change the Coverage and Ledge Level 
to a small number, so it appears as if it is the "cement" 
between the rock fragments. 

To get the seaQues/ texture, set your surfaces to a 
shade of dark blue ~U1d use Veins as your Surface Color 
texture, but with no Bump Strength. Next, use the tex
ture in ;U1y of the other maps and use a center offset with 
a bump strength of -.5. Tltis should give you somctiting 
resembling a blue leopard (if there was one). 

If you foll owed everything correclly or just want my 
specific settings, here they are: 

Surface Color 0, 0,60 
Surface Color Texture 

Texture Type Veins 
Texture Size 0.1 , 0. 3, 0,1 
Texture Color 55, 120, 205 
Coverage 0.1 
Ledge Level 0.1 
Ledge Width 0 3 
Bump Strength 0 

Difhlse Level 90% 
Specular Level SO% 
Specular Texture 

Texture T)1le Veins 
Texture Size 0. 3, OA, 0.2 
Texture Center 1.0 (for all ;D(es) 
Texture Value 0% 



Coverage 
Ledge Level 
Ledge Width 
Bump Strength 
Glossiness 

Crusty 

1.0 
001 
.175 
-0.75 
Medium 

When I think of Crust I envision something organic 
(and sometimes gross). It doesn't always have to be 
used for just these purposes, though. Instead of having 
regular, patterned dots, like those you get with the 
Dots texture, you GUl now have randomly placed dots 
with variable sizes. By just putting the Ledge Level and 

Figure 1: The simplicity of the Surface Test Scene 

Ledge Width fields to zero, we get rid of the edges and 
are left with just the dots. If Bump Strength is set to a 
negative number, we can get some results that we 
would have never thought imaginable. The moon is 
only one example. We can create this effect by using 
the texture in any two maps, such as a Diffuse and 
Luminosity or a Surface Color and specularity map 
(with different size offsets and centers). Remember, 
these textures don 't just add a value-they also shade 
yo ur surface. 

So what other tricks can you think of! Well, with a 
little experimentation, I've come up with a neat little 
tactic for forming condensation on the surface of the 
infamous Popcan included with LightWave. (You can 
actualiy use this trick with any type of object-a glass 
cup, champagne bottle, etc.) 
• Go into Modeler and load the Pop can from your 

objects directory. Press the (q) key (or Surface 

under the Polygon menu) . Name the new surface 
anything you want, and save it as a new object 
(WaterChill for this example). 

• In Layout, load in both Popcans. Change the new 
Popcan's (WaterChill) pivot point to 0.062 on the 
Y-~Lxis , because if it is sized from where the pivot 
pOint was, the Pop can will stretch from the bottom 
to the top. That's incorrect! It should size from the 
center to all its sides. Size it to a slightly larger 
margin. (For this example, change it to 1.03, 1.0 I, 
1.03.) 

• Go to the Slilfaces panel and select your WaterChill 
surface. Apply the following attributes: 

Surface Color 200,200,200 
Diffuse Level 100% 
Diffuse Texture 

Texture Type Crust 
Texture Size 0.01 , 0.01 , 0.01 
TexIllI'e Value 100% 
Coverage 0.3 
Ledge Level 0.3 
Ledge Width 0.4 
Bump Strength 1.0 

Specular Level 100% 
Glossiness Low 
Reflectivity 20% 
Transparency 100% 
Refractive Index 133 
Smoothing On 
Now just set your lighting, set up your layers of 

Refraction (see past issues of L IVPRO for more infor
mation ) and turn on Trace Refl ection and Trace 
Refraction . Wait a couple of hours (seriously) and 
you 'll have your own virIllal pop GUl. 

Figure 2: The difference between Surface Samples and 
actually rendering out the surface 

Surface Samples Problems 
The reaso n why J didn't want vo u to use 

lightWave's new Surface Samples was the many incon
veniences associated with it. The first problem is that it 
(Surface Samples) doesn't take into account your glob
al environment settings. What I mean is. it doesn't use 
the lighting you have set in your scene. or any fog set
tings or background images. Another problem is that it 
doesn't take into account what type of object this sur
face is going to be used on. 

1'01' a better understanding of the abol'e sentence. 
do the following: load in the Gold Surface from your 
surfaces directory and render out our surface plane to 
your display buffer. What do you see? It should be a 
plane with darkness and brightness spots. Now render 
a Surface Sample by typing a lowercase (s). Do you 
see the difference between using Surface Samples and 
actually rendering out your real surface (Figure 2)' On 
you r Surface Sample, you see a sphere \\·ith a com
pletely different look. It has a surface th at act ually 
looks something like what a cow would have (a gold 
one, at least). Even though we have the e,act same set
tings, we get different results. This happens because 
spherical reflection maps are computed upon differ
ent -s haped objects (in our case. a plane and a 
sphere). You will also get this problem when applying 
textures 01' images. 

The moral of the story' Never commit to a surface 
without rendering out your object in its final el1\~ron

ment with your surface settings. 

Wrapping It Up 
I've only covered a few examples of what these new 

textures can do here; at least a couple dozen more 
variables can be made. I've included the sample sur
faces from this article and other surfaces that J have 
found most usehll on the Julv L IVPRO disk. 

Enrique Muiioz is a senior a/lima/or/or Digi/al 
Imaging, based in Ontario, Calif 

With lightWave version 3.5, holding the shift key while clicking on an item 's origin 
would select the item, This process was never very easy to do since an object's ori
gin isn't visible until selected. Version 4.0 makes a big improvement on this . All you 
have to do is shift-click anywhere in the Layout window and lightWave will select the 
closest item to your click (object, Bone, light, camera). If you use a three-button 
mouse, preSSing tbe middle mouse button will peform a shift-click. This works in 
any view and is really great for selecting an item to work on. In Modeler. the middle 
mouse button acts as if you are constraining a tool by holding down the Ctrl key. 
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Your Wheels, Part 
Acceleration and Thrust 

Greetings all! In my last article (L IVPRO, Feb. 
1995), ] showed how a lightWave animator 
can create actual wheel rotation at any 
velocity. Th is technique can be used to 

depict a cal' cruising down a road at 30 mph or a med
icine tablet slowly rolling across a desk. 

But these exmnples are of objects moving at constlUlt 
speeds. What about accelerating from zero velocity? 
Decelerating from warp 9.75? Or accelerating a cm' from 
o to 60 mph lvith the tires rotating accordingly? Well, you 
cml either get a third-plU'ty utility to help you out lvith tlus 
problem, or you cml follow the steps outlined below. 

If possible, before continuing, read the tutorial 
referred to above about wheel rotation lmd velocity, as ] 
will be referencing formulas and tlungs that were men
tioned there. However, reading it is not required. I'll do 
my best to expllun what's going on as we move along. 

Acceleration Curves 
Evelyone's probably thinking: "Great! I can accel

erate my car or ship from 0 to 60 mph in folll' sec-

Figure 1 : "Acceleration Curve" This curve was created 
by using the equation D = 1/2 x (A x (T x T)) to obtain 
on accurate change in velocity with respect to time. 
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onds!" Well, it 's not that simple. Acceleration is tricky, 
especially accelerating a wheel on a flat surface when 
factors like gravity and mass do not take part in the 
equation. In fact , what I'm about to illustrate will not 
result in a 0-to-60-type scenario at all. 

What we need to do first is plot an acceleration 
curve (Figure 1). This curve depicts relative distmlCe 
over time (velocity). Points are plotted at varying inter
vals from the results of an acceleration formula. Each 
point on the curve represents a particular distance 
traveled at a certrun time interval. In other words, at 
each point we're traveling at a different speed, thus 
traveling a different distance (increasing for accelera
tion) at the end of each time interval. 

Figure 2: A wheel is applied to the acceleration curve. 
Note that distance and degrees of rotation are comput
ed at each time interval. 

To make a wheel accelerate on a flat surface, we 
simply need to compute the change-in-distance/chmlge
in-time (delta-dldelta-t) and apply that velocity to the 
formula tlmt, using the wheel's radius and circumfer
ence, computes wheel rotation at that specific velocity 
(see LWPRO, Feb. 1995) . Simple, eh? 

Constants and Variables 
Let's begin. The example I'll be using is a wheel 

accelerating along the Z axis. We will be using the fo l
lowing equation: 

D = 112 x (A x (T x T) ) 
where D = distlUlce 

A = acceleration 

T = time 
other variables: 

by Joe Dox 

K = "grlUllIlarity of key framing" 
The K variable is equal to how often a new keyframe 

should be created. For constant velocity, only two 
keyframes are required, as there is no chlUlge in veloci
ty. For acceleration, velocity is changing at relative dis
tmlCes, so we must define how "grmllllar" our accelera
tion should be. Ultimately, you should define this level 
of granularity to I, which creates a keyfnune at evelY 
frmne. (I know, that's a lot of keyframes, but the effect 
is more realistic than creating new keyfrmnes every 15 
or 30 frames. Trust me, you'll see a difference.) 

For this example, we will be accelerating a wheel 
along the Z axis, and we will compute a new relative 
distance and velocity every three frames. So, for this 
case, K = 3. 

Figure 3: The wheel has started accelerating. Distance = 
0.324 meters. 

In our acceleration formula above, we must also 
defi ne T. That 's si mpl e, because we have already 
defined K (which is actually a factor of time). We are 
measuring relative clllUlges in distance in seconds, or 
fractions of a second. So T would equal K130 (T = 
K130). For this example, T=3/30, or 1I10th of a sec
ond. This means we wi ll be computing new distances 
(lUld degrees of rotation) evelY 1110 of a seconcl, or 
three fnunes. Of course we are assullung NTSC video 
rates of 30 frames per second here. 

Next, we need to deCide all an acceleration (A) fac-





Robotics 
A rendered frame of an animation 
using IK to set up robotic motions. 
See "Inverse Kinematics," page 6. 
Copyrigb/ 1995 Mark 71JOIIIPSOIl 

LightWave 
Clapboard 
StenciHng an object lets you travel in 
very close, without the pixelization 
common with image maps. See 
"lwpro@interneLonline," page 12. 
G'op)lfigb/ /995 Dflll Ablrm 

Pop Can 
A realistic-looking pop can using the Crust texture 
for condensation. See "Real Textures," page 8. 
G'oPJ"igbl /995 HI/rique Jlfwloz 



Volumetrics 
The results of lIsing a volumetric shadow edge. 
See "Lords of Light," page 14. 
Copyright 1995 AlfIIl Chall 

Thrusters Firing 
Using the formula 0 = 112 x (A x (T x '1')), an 
animator G Ul have ultimate control of accelera
tion and deceleration. Here, after the shuttle's 
th rusters have engaged, the ship smoothly accel
erates away to ea rth . See "Spinning Your 
Wheels," page 10. 
COjJ)'I"ight 1995 Gala_'Y Illiagillg 

Sight for Sore Eyes 
Art-nouveau use of fake volumetric effects for a 
logo treatment. See "Lords of Light," page 14. 
Copyright 1995 Altlll Chall 





tor. Think of this variable as how hard you step on the 
gas, or how much thrust your accelerating ship puts 
out. But also note that it is not a constant value through
out the time of acceleration. Instead, it increases by the 
value of A at each time interval. For example, at time
index 0, the starting value of A = 0.3; at time-index.!, A 
= A + 0.3; at time-index .2, A = A + 0. 3; etc. It increas
es by the constant value of A. For our example, setting A 
= 0.30 will give us a aice acceleration curve. 

Increasing this constant will accelerate your vehicle 
faster. As an aninlator, this variable is one of those you 
will be changing to meet the needs of your imagery. 

The fact that we are accelerating a wheel means 
that we need some information about the wheel. If 
you're accelerating a spaceship or a jet, you obviously
would not need to compute degrees of rotation at every 
time interval. For this example, we need to establish 
the size (radius ~U1d circumference) of the wheel we 
are going to accelerate. In our example, the wheel has 
a radius of 11.61 inches (approximately .295 meters). 
That would make the circumference C = 2 x TC x .295. 
Thus, C = 1.8535 meters. 

Acceleration Formula 
We are now ready to start computing our acceler

ation curve . Explaining it in prose may be a little 
confusing, so I'll describe the process in computer 
code-type form: 

A = 0.3 
T = 0.1 
K= 3 
C = 1.8535 (Circumference of wheel) 
A_FACTOR = A 
TJACTOR= T 
frame = K 
old_distance = 0 

Begin loop: 
total_distance = 112 x (A x (T x T» 
total_distance = 112 x (.3 x (.1 x .1) 

total_distance = 0.0015 meters 

delta_distance = total_distance - old_distance 
delta_distance = 0.0015 
old_distance = total_distance 

velocity = delta_distance x (30/ K) 
velocity = 0.0015 x (30/3) 
velocity = 0.015 

deltajotation = « velocity / C) x 360 ) x T_FACTOR 
delta_rotation = (2 .913 x T_FACTOR) 
delta_rotation = 0.2913 degrees 
total_rotation = total_rotation + delta_rotation 

Move object to distance: z = 0.0015 meters 
(total dis t~U1 ce) 

Rotate object # degrees : p = 0.2913 degrees 
(total rotation) 

Figure 4: The wheel is gaining speed. Distance = 1.094 
meters. 

Create Key Frame #frame 
A = A + A_FACTOR 
T = T + T_FACTOR 
frame = frame + K 
End Loop 

<Repeat until you want to stop accelerating> 
I hope this formula is not too co nfuSin g. And 

remember, if you aren 't accelerating a wheel on a flat 
surface, you don 't have to compute degrees of rotation 
and velocity. The only thing you are interested in is the 
change in distance for each keyframe. An example of 
this type of application would be a spaceship or a 
rocket launch. 

Deceleration 
Now that we have covered acceleration, let's talk 

about deceleration . With accelerat ion , the object 
essentially starts at zero velocity and works its way up 
the curve. Deceleration is the opposite. We start at a 
specific velocity (or time index) and 1V0rk our way 
down to zero velocity. 

Before we "hit the brakes," we must define the 
length of the animation. This will be the condition of 
the computational cyd e. With acceleration , we can 
speed up infinitely, until our ears fall off. But with 
deceleration, we can only go down to zero velOCi ty, 
so we must defin e how long it will take to decelerate 
our object. 

The T_FACTOR constant can remain the same. This 
is simply a value that we will subtract from the T vari
able. So we'll leave T_FACTOR = 0.1 , and our anima
tion at 150 frames (five seconds). We will also leave 
the value of K, which is the keyfranle "granulari ty," at 
3. With these variables set, we know that the animation 
will have 50 keyframes, and a starting valuc of T = 5. 
What about A_FACTOR? The A_FACTOR variable will 
also remain the same, for it is a constant that never 
changes. But we do need to set the variable A to a new 
starting value. We know that there are 50 keyframes, 
and the A_FACTOR = 0.3, so A = 0.3 x 50 = 15. 

Now that we have our new starting values, let's go 
through a deceleration formula: 

K= 3 
C = 1.8535 (Circumference of wheel) 

A_FACTOR = 0.3 
T_FACTOR = 0.1 
frame = 0 
ma:cframes = 150 
key_frames = max_frames / K 
old_distance = 0 

A = key_frames x A_FACTOR = 15 
T = max_frames / 30 = 5 

Begin loop: 
total_distance = 112 x (A x (T x T» 
total_distance = 112 x (IS x (5 x 5» 
total_distance = 187.5 meters 

if (old_distance = 0) delta_distmlce = 
total_distance 

else delta_distance = total_distance - old_distance 
delta_distance = 187.5 
old_distance = total_distance 

velocity = delta_distance x ( 30 / K ) 
velocity = 187.5 x ( 30/3 ) 
velocity = 1875 

delt~uotation = « velocity / C ) x 360 ) x 
T_FACTOR 

delta_rotation = (364175.88 x T_FACTOR) 
delta_rotation = 36417.588 degrees 
if (total_rotation = 0 ) total_rotation = 

delta_rotation 
else total_rotation = total_rotation -

delta_rotation 
Move object to distance: z = 187.5 meters 

(total distance) 
Rotate object # degrees: p = 36417.588 degrees 

(total rotation) 
Create Key Frmne #frame 

A = A - A_FACTOR 
T = T - T_FACTOR 
frame = frame + K 

End Loop (Repeat while T > = 0) 

Note that th e formula above is similar to th e 
accelerati on form ula, with a few exceptions. One 
di fference is th at we are starting with different 
val ues for A and T, and th ere is a max_fram es 
variable needed to defin e T, which is also th e 
loop co nditi onal. We are subtracti ng from A and 
T because ollr veloc ity is dec reasi ng do wn to 
ze ro . When rotation is co mputed, yo u'll see th at 
the delt a_ rot at ion is subtract ed from th e 
total_rotati on because the velocity and distan ce 
traveled is decreasing at each keyframe. Agai n, to 
create th e effects to mee t yo ur needs , simply 
ex perim ent lVith differe nt values of A_FACTOR 
and T_FACTOR. 

See Spinning Your Wheels, page 13 
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Iwpro@internet.online 

With this, our second installment of the 
LWPRO Internet column , we hope to 
inform not only those connected to the 

Internet, but also those who are not. It seems from 
recent surfing that regardless of the amount of conver
sations, questions and basic information floatin g 
around , th ere are many who post and requ est 
LightWave "how-tos. " So each month, this column will 
provide a "mini" tutorial based on recent Internet 
activity and questions. 

First off are some interesting topics of discussion 
on the LightWave newsgroups. There has been much 
talk about LightWave 4.0 benchmarks. Questions have 
come up regarding system recommendations, video 
cards, and other fac tors involved in adding a PC to 
your animation setup. John Gross and Phillip I'!ice put 
together a very informative benchmark article for the 
May 1995 L WPRO , so check it out. Also , there has 
been much discussion about LightWave's Bones fea
ture. Here's a quick list of Bones tips: 
• Think of Bones as handles to pull and push an object. 
• Bones affect the points of an object, not the poly

gons. That means if you wmlled a pop c~U1 , holding 
a hat object to bend and jump, the hat would have 
to be part of the pop cml. Parented objects are also 
not affected by Bones. 

• Objects need to be tripled, and often subdivided, to 
bend ml object properly. 

• The Rest Length of a Bone sets the amount of influ
ence on the object. The longer the Rest Length, the 
more influence. Normally, more, smaller Bones 
give better control thml larger, fewer Bones. 

• Sizing a Bone actually chan ges th e size of th e 
object, not the Bone. This function is a great way to 
simulate breathing or muscle contractions. 

• With lightWave 3.5 mld up, you Cml use Add Child 
Bone to save time when setting up a chain of Bones. 
You would use a chain of Bones for objects like a 
tail or a swimming fish. 

• Once the Bones are set in place with ~U1 object, it's 
a good idea to save a setup scene. At that pOint, the 
scene with the Bone movements and keyframes 
should be saved under a different name. 
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• Be patient in your Bone movements. Don'tlty to do 
too much in a small number of keyfrmnes. 

• Tty stretching the object while moving Bones for 
added characteristi cs. 
[Editor's note: Bones have changed significanf!J' 

with 4. O. Look jar a jitture article on LightWave's new 
Bones.} 

A., promised last issue, here's some cool web sites 
to visit while cruising the net: 

People-Related Sites 
www.ovaug.org 
iac.netJ- bcleachlindex.html 
www.mcs.com/ - dma/home.html 
wlv\v.mcs.com/ - munster 
mat075207.student. utwente.nlJ -mm·tin 

3D-Related Sites 
wIV\v.lightside.com/ - dmti/ad.html 
\v\vw.webmaster.com/newtek 
register@nab.org/default.htm 
www.desktopimages.com 
wIV\v.siggraph .org 
kuhttp.cc.ui<lUls.edu!cwisi 

org:mizationslkucialluroulette 
\V\V\v.datalabs.com 
www.mcs.net 
tomal1a\vk.welch.jhu.edu 

The http ://\V\V\v.lightside.com page is ~U1 interesting 
place to visit. It is a web site dedicated to the art of 3D. 
Here, you can see images created by other 3D profes
Sionals, beginners and hobbyists. 

This month, while preparing my reservations for 
the SIGGRAPH convention in Los Angeles, I realized 
that the previous year's method of registering was now 
obsolete. By visiting the SIGGRAPH hom e page, at 
http://lV\V\v.siggraph.org, I was able to not only find a 
'95 conference registration form, dates, times, and 
locations, I could also book a hotel room from the 
m:U1Y listings, wltich included addresses, phone num
bers and street maps. 

Of course, this is just a minor s~unple of the incred
ible number of sites available through your Internet 
connection. Each month , as we discover new and 
exciting places, look to L WPRO for up-to-date listings. 

by Dan Ablan 

Figure 1 

Many of the sites listed above also have links to other 
sites, so be prepared to stay on-line for a while. 

Using Stencil 
Now for the Internat Morial. There has been quite 

a bit of jabber lately on how to use LightWave 
Mo deler's "Stencil " feature. Stencil is a powerful 
Boolean operation that allows you to cut polygons into 
polygons, like a branding iron. There are many advml
tages to having this function , one of which is putting 
text on ~U1 object. Too often, time is wasted making an 
image map, properly sizing, and then wonying about 
how close you can get to :U1 object, due to pixelization. 
If you stencil ml object, you'll have none of these prob
lems. For eXmllple, you need to make a director's clap
board for yo ur animation demo's opening countdown. 
What's the best way to do it? Stencil! 

Step one: 
• Build the clapboard by making a box using these 

settings, in meters: 
Low High 
-2 2 
-1.5 1.5 
o 0. 15 

Segments 
I 

• Next, you'll need to model the top (clapping) part: 
Low High Segments 
-2. 1 2. 1 1 
1.5 1.85 
-0.1 0 25 



Figure 2 

• Once you've done this, copy it, then move it up, on the 
Y mas equal in clistlUlce to its size. Then paste. lJlstead 
of tlying to make two identical pieces, it's easier to 
mal<e one, copy and move it, then paste back the OIigi
nal (Figure 1). 

• Now, mal<e the white cliagonallines Ulat go across Ule 
clapper pm1 of the object. With the c1apbom'ds in a 
background layer, draw out a box in a new layer that 
intersects on Ule Z ,'lI1d is taller on Ule Y. Select Ule top 
points of Ule box lll1d dntg to Ule left to put a slant in 
dle box. Clone dlis dU'ee times (Multiply menu) with 
lll1 offset of one meter on dle X (Figure 2). Give a sur
face name to the OIiginal object of "Black." 

Spinning Your Wheels 
continued from page 11 

Acceleration and 
Deceleration Macro 

What you need to do now is apply different values 
of A, K and T to make the motions you want. To sim
plify thin gs , I've created a mac ro that generat es 
acceleration motion files based upon the values of A 
and K entered by the user. Other variables, such as 
starting X,Y,Z offsets and total frames, are also 
entered by the user. 

For those of yo u who want to accelerate your 
spaceships (no rotation needed) using th e macro , 
simply leave the "Create acceleration wi th rotation" 
toggl e off. I have also made a deceleration macro 
that helps "accelerate" the process of decelerating 
your objects. These macros are in Amiga ARexx for
mat only. 

Thi s lesso n has a number of applications. 
Missiles firing , drag races , jets taking off, ships 
entering warp , whatever! I hope thi s information 
proves useful to you all. 

Figure 3 

• Next, it's time to stencil. MaI<e sure that the object to be 
stenciled is in dle foreground , wllile Ule object that will 
do the stenciling is in the background. Tllis arrlmge
ment applies to Boolean operations as well. Under die 
Tools menu is S Drill , or Solid Dlill (you can also use 
sllift C). Select stencil from the menu <'lI1d enter a sur
face Illune of \V]lite. Click OK. In a few moments, you 
should have cllagonals on the top pOition of dle c1ap
bom'd object. Now save it out. 

• The next step is to stencil in text on the main clap
board. Pick a font that you like and type out the 
name of yo ur company, producer, etc. I chose to 
use the text macro to create one page of text that is 

Figure 5: The Acceleration Macro makes it easy to accel
erate or decelerate your objects. 

joe Dox operates Galaxy Imaging (formerly 
Galaxy Video & Animation,l) near Boston, Mass. He 
has been using LightWave since version 1.0, and is 
currently doing work for a Boston television station 
and other various companies in the region. To 
reach him for comments or suggestions, call (617) 
334-61 65, 01' e-mail jdox@ga/a.~J.. shore. net. 

evenly aligned on the left. It is highly recommended 
that you separate each word into individual layers, 
as stenciling the whole page would take a drastic 
amount of time. 

• Us ing the same procedure as before, the stencil 
(words) should be lined up in die background layer, 
slighUy intersecting die clapboard. Also, you'll probably 
need to re-size the words so they fit onto the clap
board. In the size requester, .35 worked as a good 
number for bringing down dle size of die worll,. Once 
you've stenciled each word, save the object. For an 
added look, I called up a sClipty-type font, resembling 
hmldwliting <'md filled in the blmlks on the clapboard 
by also using Ule stencil tool (Figure 3). 
A complete modeling job like this takes no time at 

all. The stenciling may take you a while longer as your 
computer takes so me time to calculate and render 
these objects. The results, though, are well worth the 
wail. By using the Stenciling process, you can create 
objects that are clean and useable, even closeup (see 
color image) . 

Dan Ab/an is president of AGA Digital Studios in 
Chicago,JIl. He can be reached via e-mail at 
dma@mcs.com. 

Creating Realistic 
Acceleration Curves 

(1) Define how often to create a new keyframe (K). 

(2) Define acceleration factor (A). 

(3) Define time factor (T) equal to Kl30. 

(4) Define length of animation. 

(5) Start counting up from starting frame. 

• Compute D = 112 x (A x (T x T) ) 

• If accelerating a wheel on a flat surface, 
compute the rotation of the wheel. 

(6) Create keyframe for cllstance traveled 
and rotation. 

(7) Increment A and T by their iIlitial constant 
value. If decelerating, you must decrement 
A and T. 

(8) Iucrement framecount by K. 

(9) Repeat until you're done. 

Next month'sUGH'lWAVEPRO starts the in-depth exploration of lightWave's 4.0'5 new features. 
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Lords of Light 
Faking Volumetric Lighting, Part II 

I n my many years of production work, [ have 
never heard a more desctiptive, tantalizing def
inition of what cinematographers are th an 

Lords of Light. It is the director of photography (DP) 's 
job to teU the story wi th images. Painting with light is 
much more than setting a key, a fill and a rim light. It 

is a craft fine-tuned by a lifetime of experience. 
We are all in the business of images, and the line 

between real and CG images is already a thin , blurry 
one. Just like a cinematographer, our computers give 
us the ability to paint with light. And just like a cine
matographer, it will take us a lifetime 10 learn all the 
ins and outs. 

Li ghtWave anim ators are, perh aps, th e di gital 
equivalent of the cinematographer (and much more). 
As such, a good understanding of lighting theolY is a 
big plus. (I f you haven't given much thought to light
ing in your animations yet, [ suggest you start as soon 
as possible.) The tips and tutorials in parts I and 11 of 
this article work best in the hands of those who inte
grate them into a well-thought-out lighting scheme. In 
the end, it 's all in the lighting. 

Figure 1: The logo to be extruded 

Last month we looked at re-creating beam spot
lights and using cut-out patterns to shape the beam. 
This month we' ll push on hlrther and examine some 
methods of faking volumetric shadows. 

Volumetric Logo Shadows 

month 's article, the next little step must be to create 
the shimmering logo shadow. Whether you're go ing 
for the extra- realistic or the hyper-real artsy look, the 
basic construction is the same. The difference lies in 
the surfaCing. Let 's go through a quick session on 
building the obj ect, then explore several di fferent 
options and ways of surfaCing. The trick to volumetric 
shadows is that you have 10 understand what each set
ting does, and how th ey interact with evelY other little 
setting to achieve the look you want, rather than just a 
standard, " click-on -Yo lumetric -setti ng -and -render" 
generic look. So pay attention . 

Basic Construction 
As I mentioned earlier, in faking vo lumetric shad

ows we are concerned with the edges of the given vol
ume. Creating vo lumetric lighting for flying logos, is 
somewhat simple. Because most logos are essentially 
2D in nature, we can use the outline of the logo itself 
to create the shadow shape. 

Let's say, for instance, that you 've scanned in or cre
ated, using the Text tool, the following 2D logo (Figure 
I), and then extruded the logo to give it some depth . 
• Make sure the fro nt face of the logo is at Z = 0 

(assuming, of course, that you 're building it in the 
Z ~Lxis). 

• Us ing th e right mouse key, lasso-select all the 
polygons on the front face, and copy and paste 
them in a different layer (Figure 2). Extrude this 
in the -Z direction, away from the logo itself, a 

Now that you've got the basics down through last Figure 2: Copying the front face to a new layer 
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by Alan Chan 

distance suffi cient to your needs. (I usually 
ex trude th e object about 25 to 30 tim es th e 
extruded length of the logo.) This will be our vol
umetric "shadow edge. " Select the polygons at 
either end of the extrusion and cut them away, 
which again leaves a hollow object in the shape of 
the logo (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: The extruded shadow edge 

• One final thing: make sure the lightbeam polygons 
are facing inward. if they' re not, select all the poly
gons and perform a Flip hmction (Polygon menu) 
on them. That way, when the Iightbeam is ren
dered, only the edge hlrthest away from the cam
era point of view is rendered. Give the surface a 
name and export it to Layout. Make sure to parent 
the volumetric Iightbeam object to your logo. 
You now have a volumetric object ready to surface! 

The Realistic Look 
Th e reali stic lo ok pres upposes a li ghtsource 

behind the object and a sort of hazy (read: foggy) 
day, so you might want to begin by adrung a little fog 
10 your scene if you have objects in the background 
as well . Figure 4 shows an example of a realistic volu
metric lighting scene. For this scene, the surface set
tings for the lightbeam object are as follows: 

Surface Color 9,10,20 
Luntinosity 
Diffuse Level 
Transparency 

100% 
0% 
0% 



Figure 4: An example of volumetri( shadows 

Transparency Texnll'e 
Texture Type 
Texture Falloff 
Texture Value 
Line Thickness 

Edge Transparency 
Edge Threshold 
Smoothing 
Double Sided 

Grid 
0,0,10.0 
75% 
1.0 
Transparent 
2.5 
On 
Off 

In addition to the streaks of light, two flares named 
FlareStreaks and FlareGlow were parented to a null 
object to prOVide the "practical" light source: 

[;lareStreaks 
Flare Intensity 200% 
Flare Dissolve 70% 
Central Glow On 
Red Outer Glow Off 
Glow Behind Objects On 
Central Ring Of 
Random Streaks On 
Anamorphic Squeeze On 

FlareGlow 
Flare Intensity 300% 
Flare Dissolve 0% 
Central Glow On 
Red Outer Glow Off 
Glow Behind Objects On 
Central Ring Off 
Random Streaks Off 
Anamorphic Squeeze On 

(all other settings are left at their default values) 
FlareStreaks is 70% dissolved to provide just a hint 

of lightstreaks, whereas FlareGlow is the primary flare 

Figure 5: The spo(eship object loaded into Modeler 

in this combination. Using multiple flares gives precise 
control over certain parameters-in this case the 
slight random streaks effect, which would be too over
bearing if we only had one flare control. 

Note that the volumetric surfaces for this scene 
work to the contralY of the additive process that we've 
been doing with the Iightbeams tutorial. The surface 
color is velY close to black, and in conjunction with 
the bright background flare, works almost like a sub
tractive process, darkening the shadow areas. (It's 
"deleting" light instead of adding it, Which, if you think 
in terms of real volumetric shadows, is scientifically 
accurate.) Also, the transparency settings are flip
flopped . The transparency of the shadows actually 
begins at 75% near the logo and gets progressively 
more opaque the further away it gets, which is techni
cally incorrect. However, for our camera angle this 
inaccuracy is unnoticeable and actually more aestheti
cally pleasing, 

The Artsy Shadow 
For our animated company logo we made a deci

sion not to have the logo do any sort of fly-in, We opted 
instead for exaggerated lens flares and an art-nouveau 
type of volumetric shadow (see color pages), The sur
face settings are: 

Surface Color 0,60,200 
Surface Color Texture 

Texture Type Fractal Noise 
Texnll'e Size 0,05,1.0,1.0 
World Coordinates On 
Texture Color 229,197,45 
Frequencies 3 
Contrast 0,5 

Luminosity 100% 
Diffuse Level 0% 
Transparency Texture 

Textu re Type Planar Image Map 
Texture Lmage Cookie.iff 
Texture Axis Z Axis 
Automatic Sizing 
Texture Velocity 0,007,1.0,1.0 

Edge Transparency Transparent 
Edge Threshold 0.15 
Smoothing On 
Note that the transparency values here contain a 

very slight velocity setting to cause a slow movement of 
the texture across the shadow object. Also, with the 
surface color texture set to Fractal Noise and World 
Coordinates, a patchy-smoky look is added, 

Objects in the Particle 
Stream 

When I began writing this article I asked members 
of the lightWave mailing list on the Internet for specific 
examples of volumetric lighting, One of the requests I 
got was to achieve something similar to the final shot 
in the Star Trek: Voyager opening sequence, where the 
neighborhood sun flares up and floods all of space 
with volumetric light. (Yeah, well , we all know that 
don 't happen in space, pardner,) The lighting effect for 

that sequence was generated by Santa Barbara Studios 
using another software package, but we can easily 
achieve this effect in LightWave using some of the con
cepts from last month 's article, 
• Begin by loading up your favorite spaceship object 

into Modeler, If you 're like me and you built your 
craft with several different movable parts, you'll 
need to load the objects into Layout, use Save 
Transformed and load all the transformed objects 
into one layer so th ey are all in their relative posi
tions (Figure 5), Remember, however, to reset 
your position, rotation and scale for your main par
ent object first, to ensure that your shadow edges 
can be easily matched up later, 

Figure 6: Points comprising the outer edge of the ship 

Now, when you picture the shot in your mind, note 
that the shadow extends directly forward, from the bow 
of the ship, This makes it a little easier for us, since we 
can simply extend the shape of the ship to create our 
shadow edge, (OK, so th e shadows are at a slight 
angle. Let's keep it simple for now,) 
• Load your ship or your Save Transformed pieces 

into one layer in Modeler. The Z axis will be the 
one to extend our shadow edge in, so expand the 
XY view and select all the points that are on the 
outer edge of your ship object. 

• Cut and paste them in a different layer, which lvill 
form the basis of our shadow edge object (Figure 
6), If your object is too complex you may want to 
delete evelY other point, since your shadow edge 
object doesn't have to be as detailed as your ship, 
and depending on camera distance, doesn 't have to 
be precise, For most cases, the camera has to be a 
fair distance away anyway so that you keep the vol
umetric effect in frame, 

• For the next part we'll need to use some common 
sense, Upon examination of the points in the scene, 
we can see we've pulled off more points than are 
necessary: pOints that are duplicated in the Z axis, 
pOints representing "nurnies" (a Ron Thornton 
word for the little tubes and whatnot sticking out 
on spaceships) and such, By exercising a little 
common sense and consideration , we can decide 
which nurnie points can be deleted and where the 
shadow edge for our ship object should begin, 
In this spaceship exanlple, there are several basic 

areas and depths that we can determine after a study of 
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the locations of the pOints: the body of the ship itself, 
the two side thruster units (nacelles) and the support 
arms connecting the thrusters to the ship 's body. In 
Figure 7, note that the group of points in groups (1 ) 

and (4) are indi cative of the main body, group (2) 
represents the support arms, and groups (3) and (5) 

are from the thrusters. To simplify the shadow edge, 
we 'll need to collapse the points onto a single plane, 
which ideally should be the frontmost edge of that par
ticular group. 

Figure 7: Point groups for the shadow edge 

Collapsing Points 
In looking at groups (3) and (5), we determine 

that the shadow edge should be at the front tip of the 
thruster, just before it begins to taper off. 
o Selecting a random point from that tip , hit the (I) 

key. An Information panel pops up (Figure 8). Note 
the Z coordinate value for this point-in this exam
pl e, it is 0.0302. Nex t, select all th e points in 
groups (3) and (5) and hit (Ii) to Size. Click on 
the Numeric button and enter the following values 
in the requester: 

X Factor: 1 
Y Factor: 1 
Z Factor: 1 
X Center: 0 
Y Center: 0 
Z Center: 0.0302 (the value we retrieved from 
the Information p:mel) 

o Hit OK, :md all the selected points will collapse onto 
the front edge of the group. Do a Merge Points func
tion (m) iJllmediately, to eliminate :my excess points. 
Repeat this procedure for group (2), then for groups 
(I) and (4) . Note that the main body of the ship 
tapers off from the very rear of the ship, so the shad
ow edge begins almost from the rem· (Figure 9) . 

Figure B: Information giving us the value for the Z axis 
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Figure 9: Point groups co llapsed onto respective planes 

Creating the Shadow Edge 
Once we've cleaned up the points, we'll begin using 

them to make th e shadow edge. Select the XY view 
again, and begin selecting pOints in order to create a 
polygon or polygons that encompass all yo ur points 
(Figure 10) . Because of the differing depths of our 
points, some of these polygons will be grossly non-pla
nar and corrupt , but that's OK, as th ey are only the 
means to an end. 

Figure 10: Points to polygons for the shadow edge 

o Select the polygons at both ends of the shadow edge 
object and delete them, leaving your ship with a 
nice, hollow shadow edge. (Notice in Figure 11 that 
I'm a neat freak and had to collapse the far end of 
the shadow edge. This step isn 't necessary.) Name 
the surface "Shipshadow" and Export yo ur object 
to Layout. 
In the Surfaces panel, select "Shipshadow" as the 

current surface and enter these surface settings: 
Shipshadow surface 
Surface Color 9,10,20 
Luminosity 
Diffuse Level 
Transparency Texture 

Textlll·e Type 
Texture Image 
Texture Axis 
Automatic Sizing 
Texture Falloff 
Texture Velocity 

Edge Tnmsparency 

100% 
0% 

Plmlar Image Map 
Cookie.iff 
ZAxis 

0,0,15.0 
0.01 ,0.03 ,0 
Transparent 

Edge Threshold 
Smoothing 
Double Sided 

07 
On 
On 

o Save the shadow edge object again and parent it to 
your spaceship. 
You now have a column of shadow edge extending 

from your ship. Using a dissolve envelope on the shad
ow column, we will be able to throw a volumetric 
shadow in time with our lens flares .. 

Building the Scene 
To achieve believable CGI effects shots, you must be 

able to break any given scene down into its simplest 
elements. Our vol umetric shadow works best only in 
certain circumstances, so we must accommodate its 
shortcomings and work around them. 

In breaking down the sequence, I noted that I 
would need at least two lens flares to achieve the effect 
we are after. One of the flares must have Glow Behind 
Objects activated to provide the background flare 
behind the ship object. The other flare provides adcli
tional flare intensity and a central ring. Most impor
tantly, with Glow Behind Obj ects tllrned off, the Dare 
renders in front of the ship and shadow object, provid
ing a flare "bleed" characteristic of lights in a fog. 

Upon test rendering, however, I decided to give the 
flare a more prominent "hotspot" by simply adding 
one more flare. 

The following flares were thus parented to a nu ll 
mlCl positioned behind the moon object (which, inci
dentally, is not to scale) , and their values ramped up 
as the moon slides out of the way. Simultaneously, our 
dissolve envelope for the shadow edge is also ramped 
down from 100% dissolve to 0% dissolve so that the 
shadow edge is only visible at the time of the flare. 
After some test renders, these were the final values I 
settled on: 

Light Name 
Light Color 
Light Intensity 
Lens Flare Options 

SunGlowBehind 
255, 247,214 
0.0% 

Central Glow On 
Glow Behind Objects On 
(all other settings off) 
Flare Dissolve 0% 

Flare Intensity Envelope Keyfrmnes: 
Frame 0 70%, tension 0.86 
Frame 54 140% , tension -0.21 
Frame 67 300%, tension 0.96 
Fnmle 77 
Frmne 150 

Light Name 
Light Color 
Light Intensity 
Lens Flare Options 

Central Glow 

290%, tension 0.2 7 
70%, tension 1.0 
SUilFlare 
255,247, 214 
0.0% 

On 
Central Ring On 
(all other settings off) 

Flare Dissolve Envelope Keyfrmnes: 



Figure 11 : The extruded shadow edge 

Frame 0 
Frame 54 
Frame 67 

0%, tension 0.0 
0%, tension 1.0 
30%, tension 0.96 

Frame 84 28%, tension 0.0 
Frame 153 0%, tension 1.0 

Flare Intensity Envelope Keyframes: 
Frame 0 0%, tension 0.33 
Frame 54 10%, tension 0.75 
Frame 67 300%, tension 0.96 
Frame 80 
Frame 153 

Light Name 
Light Color 
Light Intensity 
Lens Flare Options 

Central Glow 
Central Ring 
(all other settings off) 
Flare Dissolve 

290%, tension 0.27 
70%, tension 1.0 
Sun HotSpot 
255,247, 214 
0.0% 

On 
On 

0% 
Flare Intensity Envelope Keyframes: 

Frame 0 0%, tension 0.45 
Frame 54 2.5%, tension 0.86 
Frame 67 105%, tension 0.96 
Frame 82 105%, tension 0.27 
Frame 153 35%, tension 1.0 

Integrating The Background 
One major drawback of this method is that the 

shadow edge works best against :Ul empty space. If you 
lIy to add an object behind it, say a planet, the illusion 
of subtractive light is destroyed. (Tty it and see.) A 
solution is to render the background elements sepa
rately and composite them into the scene, making sure 
to clissolve the background out at the peak of the flare. 
For our example, I simply attached a Dissolve Envelope 
to our background st:Lrs object :U1d matched the dis-

Figure 12: The results of the volumetric shadow edge 

solve to the flare. Figure 12 shows a rendered fram e 
from the peak of the flare. 

Trek On 
Now that you 're knee-deep in volumetric waters, 

take some time and tty some more advanced tricks. 
Here are a few suggestions. 
• Shadow Edges off of the axis: Estimate the angle 

and rotate your object in Modeler, taking care to 
note the exact amount of rotation on each axis. 
Copy your points and extrude. Export to Layout, 
surface, parent to object and enter negative rotation 
values for the shadow edge keyframe. 

• Glow Behind Objects: No te that the Glow Behind 
Objects option renders the flare parallel to the visu
al plane-that is, if your flare is the same clistance 
from the camera as another object, the flare will 
appear to cut through the object. You might wish to 
use this to your advantage. Remember that a Glow 
Behind Flare cannot be located between an opaque 
object and a transparent object. In this case, the 
transparent obj ect will be rendered solid while in 
front of the glow behind . 

• Custom Cookies: Aside from usin g a standard 
cutout pattern , consider using individual cookie 
patterns for different projects. Use a paint program 
to create gradients and slices to integrate into your 
shadow edges. You may one to consider animated 
patterns as well. 
Evety shot is different and evety effect requires a 

new approach. Hopefully, these concepts will inspire 
you not just to re-create this effect, but to experiment 
and come up with your own examples of volumetric 
lighting. As we stand on the bleeding edge of the digital 
ntnlre and stare out at the glorious sunrise that started 
all this volumetric thought, just remember these words 
an ancient sage once said: it takes vision to create. 

Alan Chan is having digital visiol1S again. Be nice 
and e-mail him at alan.cban@oubbs.telecom. 
uoknor.edu, or call Vision Digital at (405) 447-707 

This month 's L1GHTIVAVEPRO disk 
includes scenes files , objects and 
images from Alan Chan's volumetrics 
mticle, plus some sUtfaces by Entique 
Munoz. Also included is the clisk con
tents mentioned in june's issue. 
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lightWave Tech 
continued from page 5 

moved, and found the files you wish to move , just 
implement one of two commands: GET or MGET. 

GET and MGET are both FTP commands for 
transferring files from the remote system to the 
local systems home directory. The main difference 
between th em is that MGET is for "getting" multi
ple files , while GET is for a single fil e. Another dif
ference is that you can use th e * wildcard with 
MGET, while GET wants to find the actual filename 
ent ered. Most of the time yo u will want to move 
more than just one file , and thus be using the 
MGET command. However, there is a slight prob
lem with MGET, in that you must verify every file 
selected for transfer. That is, if you have 100 files 
named ImageOO 1, Image002, Image003 , and so on , 
and you use MGET with th e wildcard filename of 
Image", the FIP window will prompt you MGET 
Image001 ? Hitting enter without entering anything 
will accept, hitting no , or N will cancel that fil es 
transfer and then prompt for the next fil e that meets 

Editor's Message 
continued from page 3 

last time, so I tried using the current one. NT said it 
was successfully installed and I needed to reboot. 
Once again, after restarting, I got the message stating 
that a previous configuration was being used, and 
when I re-entered the backup program, NT couldn't 
find the drive. 

OK, now I wasn 't having fun anymore. It was time 
to get serious and perform an NT repair. After going 
through the process of running the repair , I was 
informed that everything was cool, so I went ahead 
and reinstalled the driver for the tape drive (again) 
and tried to run the software. No go. By this time it 
was pretty late, I was extremely frustrated , and I 
decided to just reinstall NT from scratch. So I did. 
Again, it didn 't work. And this time, with the fresh 
install , I lost the drivers for my graphics card and my 
driver for the LightWave dongle. In addition, I was 
having the same problems trying to get them to re
install . I went to bed mad! 

I had now advanced past my PC knowledge, and it 
was time to call in the big guns. I packed up my sys
tem and took it to work with me the next morning. 
Phillip Hice, after laughing at me, suggested I take out 
my hard drive and back it up to the net (convenient, 
that). So I now had a partially backed-up drive (I lost 
some data on reinstalling NT the night before). I did a 
fresh format of the drive and reinstalled NT. Same 
problems. I did an NT repair. Same problems. I rein
stalled NT. Same problems. 1 re-installed NT again. 
Same problems again. Next , I tried a new SCSI 
adapter/controller. Same problems. Different hard 
drive. Same problem. Nothing I tried worked. No mat
ter what I did, NT would not recognize any new driver 
installations, and every time my system started up, it 
would act as if these was a first-time NT install and set 
security on system files (this happens only the first 
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the wildcard specs. Even though this seems like a 
real pain in the #$ !, it is somewhat less of a prob
lem due to the fact that computer systems contain 
keyboard buffers that hold the last keystrokes made 
until the system is ready to process th em. That 
means that, though you do have to hit the enter key 
for every file , yo u can load up the buffer with a 
number of return keystrokes so that as soon as the 
system prompts for the next file , the enter key to 
accept it is already waiting in th e buffer , which 
actually speeds up the process a little. Then, once 
some of the files have begun transferring, just load 
up the keyboard buffer with a few more returns. 

Although this sounds like a lot of work, it really 
isn't once you've done it once and see just how easy it 
really is. Besides, if you want a less complicated con
nection, it will require quite a bit more money and 
time to set up , which really isn 't worth it if you only 
have a few frames, or a few hundred for that matter. 

So, what solution is best for you? If you are aban-

time you reboot after an NT install). I was hosed. 
By this time I had figured out it was my mother

board. I had already tried two different hard drives 
and two different SCSI controllers, so what else was 
left? I decided it was time to call tech support and get 
my motherboard replaced (after all, they had replaced 
Tony Stutterheim's and his machine now seemed to be 
working) . 

Talking to IBM tech support was nothing if not 
frustrating. "[Wel could replace the motherboard, but 
it sounds like something with NT. Of course, we don 't 
have anybody here that really knows NT, so how about 
if you call Microsoft?" 

Oh boy. I did not want to have to go through that. 
And it turns out I didn 't need to since Microsoft 
doesn't have any tech support. At least nothing that 
costs less than $150 per year. Of course they did, but 
that special offer expired at the end of 1994. The best 
I could get out of Microsoft was a fax-on-demand for a 
bunch of different problems (except mine, of course). 

Sooo, back to tech support. I called them and told 
them that Microsoft said it may be hardware-related, 
but they couldn 't tell me for sure because this particu
lar system wasn 't on the NT compatibility list. (Doesn't 
that sound like something Microsoft would say?) They 
told me to bring my computer in, but I would have to 
leave it for three days. 

As we established earlier, I'm not entirely stupid, 
so I decided to mark my motherboard in some unno
ticeable places and write down serial numb ers of 
BIOS chips just to make sure my board actually got 
replaced. I did so and hauled it off to the dealer. 

Of course, all of this happened at the worst possi
ble time. I was on the tail end of finishing up the 
LightWave Layout User's Guide and really needed a 
system. Thankfully, Carrera Computers loaned me a 

doning your Amiga in favor of a newer machine , 
you'll only need the "one-time" transfer of your 
files. If you are going to be using your Amiga along 
with your new machines, you need to figure out how 
much transfer you are going to do. If it 's just a few 
files at a time, the floppy based system works just 
fine , If you need more powerful networking solu
tions, you may want to take a look at making your 
Amiga a permanent part of yo ur home network. 

Phillip Hice is the head of Amblin Imaging's 
technical department and is responsible for 
(among other things) keeping 33 Alpha works/a
tions and the last of Amblin's Amiga rendering 
farm on-line. 

demo Alpha workstation that has been a godsend (I 'm 
writing this on it now!) 

Finally, after falling ill for a week, I went to pick up 
my computer. On a piece of paper taped to the box 
(not a work order) it said "Replaced M.B. " I took it 
back to work, hooked it up, and voila! , same prob
lems. Remembering that I'm not entirely stupid, I 
removed the case cover and looked at the mother
board. There were all of my little markings-just as 
I'd left them! All chips were the same as well. Nice. 
Boy, this makes me happy. 

So now I'm cooking up this little scheme to first 
get the dealer to send me some real paperwork stat
ing that they replaced the motherboard. Why didn '( I 
get any paperwork when [ picked it up? Remember, T 

just said I'm not entirely stupid. I called them and 
told them I need some paperwork stating that it was 
repaired for the business insurance that was paying 
for a "rental" computer while mine was down. I hope 
they buy it so T can go back and find out why they 
said they replaced the board but didn 't. And get a 
new board from th em and then never (hopefully) 
deal with them again. 

So, what have I learned from all of this? 
I've found that dealing with PC vendors is like deal

ing with car repair people. It sucks if you don 't know 
anything about your equipment, but eventually, you 're 
going to have to deal with it. I've also learned that find
ing somebody that knows a good amount about PCs is 
like finding a good mechanic: you should learn to trust 
their judgment and seek out their advice. 

I'll let you know what happened next month. 





• Realtime fu ll-screen 24-bit WYSIWYG painting directly on the Toaster's framebuffer 
• Exclusive 12-bit Alpha Channel for blending and specia l effects over li ve video 

• Advanced Onion Skin, Stencil and Magic Wand tools for easy image compositing 

and rub-thru 
• Multiple leve ls of Undo and Redo for all painting operations 
• Sophisticated text handling capabilities including Circu lar Text Wrap 
• Ti me-saving functions such as automatic Soft Cast Shadows, Beveled Boxes and 

mu lti-co lor Grad ient Spreads 
• Realistic free-hand painti ng with Pressure Sensitive Drawing Tab let support 

'------
Here's what the experts are saying about Alpha Paint: 

"We use Alpha Paint to create graph ics for the Miami 
Dolphins, Miami Marlins and Super Bowl XXIX. It has 
power and flexib ili ty. Alpha Paint is truly awesome!" 

Joel Tesler, Graphics Supervisor, Joe Robbie Stadium 

"This product is a technica l marvel! I 
highly recommend Alpha Paint as a tool 
that can easily pay for itself within a short 

amount of time." 

"Seeing the weakness ofToaster Paint, 
InnoVision set out to create a full
fledged paint program for the Toaster 
environment. And it succeeded." 

Shamms Mortier, Computer Graphics World 

Bre Malnack, AN Video Magazine 

a Paint is the paint program Amiga/ 
been wa iting for. It's 

Edgerton, CBS Television Productions 

"Speed, ease of use and a professional 
interface makes Alpha Paint a must have. 
The most professional video paint system on 

the Amiga." ./ 
Ken Wilder, President, LA 1i aster User ~ J 

clients li ke Lincoln Mercury and Nissan we need powerful too ls. 
Iya new type of painting package that delivers "Network" quali ty wi 

levels of pa inting power. It's like having a Quantel Pai ntBox® in aster. An 

Eleven on a sca le of One to Ten." 

• limited lime offer. Alpha PainllS a trademark of InnoVision Technology. Trademarks arc the property of their respective holders. Alpha Paint specifications subjecllo change wIthout notice. 
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Have you ever read a Lightwave tutorial only to 
be confused or not have the results the tutorial 

says you should have? Have you ever read 
about a new product and wished you could see 
it demonstrated? Have you ever wanted to see 
Lightwave animations done by other people so 

-c 
Q) 
Q) 

that you could learn new and exciting 
techniques? Well now you can! That's right, 

you can have all of that plus much, much more 
by picking up LlGHTS PEED: The video 

magazine for the Lightwave enthusiast. This is 
not another book. This is the new Lightwave 
magazine in VIDEO FORMAT. It's the first of 

its kind and an invaluable source of information 
for the Lightwave user. Learn how to create 
objects and scenes as shown by the Pro's. 

c. 
Watch the video and do the tutorial as if you 

had an instructor right next to you . Get to see 
reviews on new and exciting software and 
hardware. Now you'll never have to order 

something without first having seen what it can 
do. Watch fantastic animations created with 
Lightwave from people all around the world. 

Learn new tricks, techniques, modeling tips and 
surfacing secrets. And the best part about the 

whole thing is that each month you can get 
another new issue of LlGHTS PEED to keep up 

with all the great things happening with 
Lightwave! 

* SPECIAL OFFER * 
We want everybody to get a chance to view 

the 1 st issue of LlGHTSPEED, so we're 
blowing it out at the introductory price of only 

$8.95*. This offer is only good on the first issue 
and only for a limited time! 

But don't stop there! Each month a new issue of LlGHTS PEED will be available containing invaluable 
tutorials , news, and reviews. You'll see incredible Lightwave animations and how they were done, plus 
much, much more. LIGHTS PEED is sure to contain something for both the beginner and experienced 
Lightwave animator. Don't let these wonderful videos pass you by. Subscribe today and receive up to 33% 
off the cover price. 

NTSC and PAL versions available. PAL versions add $5.00 

US 6 Issue subscription (6 VHS tapes) only $58.00 (reg. price $72.00) SAVE 20% 12 Issue subscription price (12 VHS tapes) only $96.00 (reg. price $144.00) SAVE 33% 

Canada 6 issues only $72 (reg. $90.00) 12 issues $120.00 (reg. price $180.00) SAVE 20% Europe/Other 6 mo. = $96.00 12 mo.= $160.00 (reg. price $240) SAVE 33% 

LIGHTSPEED 2763 W. Ave L Suite 172, 
800-764-8696 (Orders Only) 805-726-3546 (Info) 

Lancaster, CA. 93536 
805-726-3544 (Fax) 

· US orders $4.00 S/H International orders $7.50 S/H 





TO ORDER WITH YOUR 
VISA OR MASTERCARD 

CALL TOLL FREEl 
1 (800) 322-2843 

THE NEW S LET T E R 

Make a Smart 
Investment 
Subscribe Today! 

Canadian/Mexico: Add $US12 

Ovel'Se'dS: Add $US36 

Allow 6-8 weeks [or delivery. 

Make checks payable to lJGH1WAVEPRO. 

Prepayment required on ali overseas orders. 

FOR L I G H TWA V E 3 DIP> A N I MAT 0 R S 

YES! Enter my one-year (12 issues) subscription to 
LlGHTWAVEPRO at the Special Introductory Rate of only 
$48-that's 50% off the cover price! 
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